
EP75TM

Graffiti remover

THE SUSTAINABLE CHOICE !

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Packaging Code
6 x 946 ml (6 x 32 fl. oz US) 2087210001

Description:
EP75 is a graffiti remover formulated with environmentally preferable ingredients. EP75 has low
VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds), all ingredients are biodegradable* and there is no Methylene
Chloride and no 2-Butoxyethanol. EP75 will work fast and it will effectively remove spray paints,
markers, and ink from both exterior and interior surfaces. EP75 is ideal for use on cement, brick,
ceramic walls, metal lockers, desks, and other hard surfaces.

Use Directions:
1. Spray-on or apply with a cloth, undiluted.
2. Allow EP75 to work.
3.Wipe off. If necessary, agitate with a stiff brush or with a pressure washer.
4. Rinse with water.
NOTE: For colourfastness, pre-test a small area before cleaning the entire area.
* INGREDIENTS ARE READILY BIODEGRADABLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OECD 301 STANDARD.
RECYCLING: This product package including the container, label and shipping carton are all designed
to be recycled.
Follow all Federal, Provincial and Local Regulations regarding waste disposal.

For additional information, please visit www.avmor.com

Technical Specifications:
Appearance Clear liquid
Colour Colourless to straw
Odour Odourless
Specific Gravity 1.020 – 1.040
pH 5.0 – 7.0
Solids (% Brix) 22.0 – 26.0%
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Security:
HEALTH 1
FLAMMABILITY 0
REACTIVITY 0
PERSONAL PROTECTION X
X = See MSDS
0 = Insignificant
1 = Slight
2 = Moderate
3 = High
4 = Extreme

Note:
The data presented herein is based
on experiments and information
believed reliable. However, we can
make no guarantee on performance
of, or results obtained through the
use of the product herein described
owing to varying conditions in
laboratories and plants over which
we have no control. Neither can any
guarantee be given that the products
or uses outlined will not infringe any
existing patents.
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